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The purposes of this research are: 1) to describe the proses of nine school belief character education to build the character of 3rd grade students, and 2) to describe the result of nine school belief character education in order to build the character of 3rd graders from Pelita Bangsa School Bandar Lampung.

This research use kualitatif methode using case study. Technics used to gather the data was interview, documentation, and observation. The informan of the research are headmaster, teachers, and parents.

The conclusion of the research are: 1) the proses of nine school belief character education in Pelita Bangsa Primary school are using infiltration character method in each subject in everyday basis with grup discussion method, inquiry, and question and answer method. The media used are practical tools and question cards using thematic curriculum and support from headmaster and teachers to facilitate the educational process as the part of values education and 2) the result from domain of character education mainly appears on self dicipline character proved with a significant result for the character after given the character education.
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